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In the usual definition of conditional probabilities the “probability of A 
given B” should be interpreted as “(probability of A) given B” rather than as 
“probability of (A given B),” since the notion “A given B” is not defined. 
While the usual notation P(A 1 B) obscures this, and in fact suggests the 
latter erroneous interpretation, the notation P,(A), for example as used in 
LokC’s book, shows the correct meaning very clearly. RCnyi’s [l] definitions 
do not use the notion of “A given B” either, he defines P,(A) also as a certain 
function of the two set-variables A and B, only in a different and more 
general manner than the classical theory. 
We ask the question’: could A 1 B defined in a manner consistent with 
general usage in probability theory, that is, so that P,(A) may be interpreted 
as the probability of A 1 B? Now it is obvious that A 1 B cannot be the 
expression (B -+ A) = B n A of the propositional calculus, since in general 
P,(A) f P(B n A). On the other hand, we know that P,(A) = P,(A n B), 
so that only that part of A contributes to P,(A) which is in B. This suggests 
the following definition: 
DEFINITION 1. Consider a set Q and a Boolean algebra 9 of its subsets, 
with s2 E 99. The basic operations on A? will be denoted by n, u and N. 
For any two elements A and B of 9 we define A 1 B as the indicator function 
of A restricted to B. In other words A [ B is a function given by 
1 
:, 
if weAnB 
(A 1 B) (w) = if wEAnB 
undefined if w ~8. 
We define S? 1 W as the set of all such functions, and call A 1 B a conditional 
event “A given B.” 
In the sequel we use the symbol (A 1 B) (w) for any w with the under- 
standing that for some w it may not be defined, and if a is defined and b 
1 This question was suggested to the author by related considerations of C. H. 
Randall [2]. 
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is undefined, then we put max{u, b} = min{a, b> = a. S? ( 9 will be given a 
structure now by introducing the following five operations: 
DEFINITION 2. Let A, B, C, D be any elements of 9. We define 
AIBnCjD,AIBuCID,AIBhCID,AIBvCID,and-(AIB), 
respectively, as the functions given by 
(AIBnCID)(w)= min ((A 1 B) (w), (C 1 D) (w)}, with domain B n D 
(A I B u C 1 D) (w) = max {(A / B) (w), (C / D) (w)}, with domain B U D 
(A 1 B A C 1 D) (w) = min {(A I B) (w), (C I D) (w)}, with domain B U D 
(AlBv CID)(w)= max((A 1 B) (w), (C 1 D) (w)), with domain B n D 
and 
-(A/B)(4=(~lB)W~ with domain B. 
Before stating any theorems, let us make a few remarks about the intuitive 
meaning of these definitions. First of all, since A 1 B(w) is defined for w E B 
only, we may interpret it as the statement “if w is in B then it is in A,” this 
being true when A I B(w) = 1 and false when A I B(w) = 0. Instead of 
saying w is in B or in A, we may say B occurs or A occurs for the given w. 
Thus A I B may be read aa “A occurs if B occurs,” or even more briefly 
as “A if B” or “A given B.” The meaning of “if” as used here conforms to 
the general usage, but differs from its meaning in the propositional calculus, 
inasmuch as when we say “A occurs if B occurs” we imply that “B occurs” 
is true. We do not say that A ) B is true when “B occurs” is false, since our 
A I B is undefined on B. We do not assign any meaning to A 1 B when 
“B occurs” is false. 
While the operation of associating A I B with A and B is different from the 
classical conditional, it is easy to see that the relation of implication determined 
by A I B is the same as classical implication, that is, A I B = 1 on all of B 
if and only if B is a subset of A. Also, it is clear that each unconditional event A 
is identifiable with the conditional event A / B. 
As for the intuitive meaning of the operations, it seems that U, A and N 
correspond to the usual meaning of the words “or”, “and” and “not”. The 
other two operations are introduced mainly for algebraic reasons. It may 
seem surprising that the operations n and U, and A and v have been paired, 
inspite of the fact that on the one hand n and v , and on the other hand A and 
u are defined with the same domain. The explanation for this is given by 
Theorem 2 below. 
The basic properties of our structure will now be given in four theorems, 
whose proofs are omitted because they are lengthy but could easily be sup- 
plied by the reader. 
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THEOREM 1. A~B=C~DifandonlyifB=DandAnB=CnD. 
.!S / W is closed under each of the operations of Dejkition 2, and in particular 
A\BnCID=AnCIBnD 
A/BuC/D=[(AuC)nBnD]u(AnBnl?)u(ijnCnD)IBuD 
A~BAC/D=(A~B~C~D)~(A~BI-I~~)~(~~C~D)~B~D 
AjBvCID=AuCIBnD 
-(A 1 D) = al B. 
This theorem shows that we may dispense with the interpretation of J% I a 
as an algebra of functions, and may consider it as an algebra of pairs of sets. 
THEOREM 2. L% 1 .98 is a distributive lattice with respect to the operations n, 
u and also with respect to A, v. In these lattices q5 I q5 and Q 1 Q, and 4 I Q and 
Q I $ = $ I $ are the minimal and maximal elements. 
In the following it will be simpler to use single letters like x, y, and z for 
the elements of B I 9, and we shall write these when possible. We shall also 
write 0, 1 and 1 for 4 ( 4, J;! / Q, and 4 10, respectively. The partial order 
induced by n and u will be denoted by C, and the partial order induced by A 
and v by 6. In other words, we write x -Cy if x n y = x, or equivalently if 
x u y = y, and write x < y, if x A y = x, or equivalently if x v y = y. 
In the next theorem we summarize the remaining basic properties of 
~2 I ~8. The two lattice structures are strangely interlaced, for instance, the - 
operation changes one order into the other one, and the analogues of 
DeMorgan’s laws hold with the pairs n, v and U, A. 
THEOREM 3. For all elements of 9 1 S? the following relations hold: 
g=x 
-(xny)=x”vy 
-(xuy)=5hy 
-(xhy)=zuy 
-(x vy) =32;nJ 
X<Y if and only if $27 
xcy if and only if x”>y 
XnyCxhyCxuy 
XnyCxvyCxuy 
xhy<xuydxvy 
XAydXny<XVy 
(3.1) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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x VY =(Xny)u(Zny)u(xny) 
xAy===@uy)n(l AX)~(I AY) 
x n y = (2 v y) n (2 v y) n (X v y) 
~uy=(~~y)u(x”ny)u(xn~) 
Xn~=XAn=InX=ln.i! 
xv~=xuf=lvx=lvl 
(xvy)nd=ynx” 
(xny)vi?=yv2 
(XUy)AX”=(XA~)U(JJAf) 
(X A y) U x” = (X U 2) A (J’ U 2) 
(X vy)nx=(xny) v x 
(XUy)AX=(XAy)UX 
(1 A 2) U (I U X) = 1 
If (2 A y) U @ A 7) c 1 then x=y 
If XAy=o then x=y=o 
xcy and X3Y if and only if there exists a 
unique z such that xnz=O and xuz=y 
AICUBJC=AICvBIC=AuBIC 
(AjBnC)ABjC=AnBIC 
AIBCCID and AIB<CID if and only if 
B=D and AnB_CCnD. 
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(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
The above list is certainly redundant and incomplete. In Theorem 5 a 
complete set of independent conditions will be presented that characterizes 
JS ) 9. First, however, we want to give another useful representation of 
9 / la. 
We can represent each A 1 B by an ordered pair (A n B, A n B) of 
disjoint sets, where A n B is the set on which A / B is 0, and A n B the set 
on which it is 1. We have the following: 
THEOREM 4. The mapping of 3 I .Q onto the subset of LB x 28 consisting of 
all pairs of disjoint sets of 93 is an isomorphism if we define the corresponding 
operations for such pairs by 
6% 9 J&J n (49 &I = ([A, n 41 u [A, n %I u LB, n 41, & n 4,) 
(4-l) 
4=J9/24/2-7 
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(Asp 4 u (494J = (FL n &I u [& n 41, & u 4,) (4.2) 
(AZ9 B,) * (A,, 4,) = (4 n A,, [B, n -&I u [& n B,]) (4.3) 
(AZ1 &A v (A,,&) = (A, u 4, LB, n A,] u [B, n B,] u [AZ n B,]) 
(4.4) 
- (A,, B,) = (B, ,A,). (4.5) 
It is convenient to call the above representation also ti 1.97, and we shall 
do so in the sequel. This cannot lead to confusion since the alternate nota- 
tions A 1 B and (A, B) for the elements are distinguishable. 
The next theorem is an axiomatic characterization of our structure, 
analogous to Stone’s representation theorem for Boolean algebras [3]. 
Frink [4] has also given a proof of the latter, a modified version of which can 
be found in RCnyi [5]. Our proof is a generalization of this. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose S is a set endowed with f&e operations n, U, A, v, 
and -, and two distinguished elements 0 and I, which satisfy the following 
conditions : 
1. S is a distributive lattice under n and U. (The corresponding partial 
order is denoted by C.) 
2. S is a distributive lattice under A and v. (The corresponding partial order 
is denoted by <.) 
3. OCxCl, I <x<OforallxES. 
4. x = - (- x), for all x E S. 
5. -(xny)=Zvy, and - (x U y) = x” A j for all x, y  E S 
6. x v  y  = (x n y) u (5 n y) u (x n y) for all x, y  E S 
7. xhy=(xuy)n(l Ax)n(l Ay) for all x, YES 
8. ~(1 U x) U (I U x) = 1 for all x E S 
9. If  (5 A y) u (x A 9) C ‘i then x = y. 
Then there exists a set Q and a Boolean algebra 9 of subsets of Q such that 
9’IZS. 
PROOF. The proof is based on the following ideas: First, if we assume that S 
is of the form .%? 1 g then, given any x, the element ‘i u x is the unrestricted 
indicator function of the set belonging to 98 on which x is 1, and 1 U 2 is 
the indicator function of the set on which x is 0. Second, every atom of LC+Y 
is uniquely characterized by the collection of all those sets of 9 which contain 
it, that is by a maximal filter, and every set by the collection of its atoms. 
Thus we shall define J2 as the set of all maximal n-filters of elements of S 
of the form 1 u x, and g / 28 as appropriate pairs of sets of such filters. 
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We define a maximal n-filter 01 of elements of S of the form 1 U x as a 
subset of 5’ that has the following properties: 
01~ If x E a then x = 1 u x 
01~ If x1 E 01 and x2 E LY then x1 n x2 E a 
a3 i&x 
a4 There is no subset of S having properties 01~ , 01~ and 01~ that properly 
contains LII. 
Now let Q be the set of all filters of the above type, and for each x E S let 
A,={aEQ:iuVEaol) and ~,=~ad2:iux~a~. 
Then define 9 123 as {(AZ , B,) : x E S}, together with the operations given 
by Formulas 4.1 through 4.5. (Note that the symbols A, u and N are used 
again with two different meanings. First, as three of the operations on S, 
and second, as the standard symbols for intersection, union and complement 
for subsets of Q. This cannot lead to confusion, since we can always tell 
whether we are operating on elements of S or on subsets of 52.) We are going 
to show that the mapping S -+ 93 I&’ given by x --f (A, , B,) is an isomor- 
phism. First, however, let us establish four lemmas for any filter OL of the 
kind defined above. 
LEMMA I. I f  ueolandvzu thenvEol. 
PROOF. First, v = i u v since v = u u z for some z, hence 
v=(i~~)u~=iu(~~~)=i~v. 
Second, consider 
LY’ = 01 u {S : s = v  n t, t E a> u {v}. 
Then 0~’ has properties 0~~ , ‘Ye , aa , so by CL* we have LY’ = 01 and v E 01. 
LEMMA 2. Every subset 01’ of S that satisjies (Ye , LU, , and 01~ can be extended 
to a set OL satisfying 01~ , too. 
PROOF. Given LX’ satisfying “I , 01~ , and aa . Consider all the sets ,!? that 
satisfy 01~ , 0~~ , and (Ye . They are partially ordered by set-inclusion. Thus by 
Hausdorff’s Maximal Principle there exists a maximal chain C in the set of 
all such /3’s such that 01’ E C. Now it is easy to see that (y. = &c p is an exten- 
sion of 0~’ as required. 
LEMMA 3. If u = I u u, v  = i u v  and u u v  E CY then either u or v  or 
both belong to 01. 
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PROOF. Consider the sets 
p-{s:s--~nt,tra)- and y = (S : s = v n t, t ~a,\. 
If, say, 1 E p then there must exist a t, E CY such that u n t, = 1. Then 
v n t, c a: since 
v n t, = ‘I u (V n t,) = (24 n to) u (V n f,) = (24 u V) n t, , 
2‘;cl ’ by assumption u u v and t, belong to 01, and so, by 01s , v n t, does, too. 
Since v n t, C v, Lemma 1 gives v E 0~. 
If 1 E y then similarly u E 01 can be proved. If neither /? nor y contains 1, 
then obviously both have properties OL] , 01~ , and as . Consider sets ,8* and 
y* generated by /3 and y respectively, that have property 0~~ too. (By Lemma 2 
such sets do exist.) Now for any t E a, u n t E /3* and u n t C t, hence by 
Lemma 1 t E/J*. Thus 01 is contained in /I* and so by oip we have 01 = /3*. 
Since now u n t E 01 for any t E N, and u u v E 01 by hypothesis, we obtain 
u n (U u v) = u E LY. Similarly v E 01 in this case. 
LEMMA 4. ~Ux~ctifandonlyifl A~ECL 
PROOF. First we want to show that 1 A I qualifies to be a member of 
01, that is, 1 A I = 1 u (1 A d). To show this, apply Properties 6 and 5 to 
(1 A x”) v (1 u x). Th en it becomes [( 1 v 2) n (I u x)] u (I A 5) u (i u x), 
which by absorption equals (1 A 2) u (1 u x), and then 1 by Property 8. 
Thus (1 A d) v (1 ux) = 1, and by Property 5 (I u x) n (1 A d) = i. 
This implies 1 A x” 2 1, hence 1 U (1 A 2) = I A I as was to be shown. 
Now (i u x) u (1 A 2) = 1 belongs to OL according to Lemma 1, since 
1 I u for any II E 0~. Then by Lemma 2 we must have 1 A f E CY if 1 u x q! 0~. 
On the other hand i u x and 1 A 1 cannot both be members of (Y since 
then (‘i u x) n (1 A 2) = ‘i would be a member by CY~ , in contradiction to a3 . 
Let us return now to the proof of the Theorem. First, let us see what 
happens to the distinguished elements: Since i $ CY for any OL and 1 E (Y for 
every 01, we see that 0 is mapped to (4, +), I to (4, Q) and i to (Q, #), as 
expected (we denote the empty subset of Q by 4). 
To show that ((A, , B,) : x E S} qualifies for g j&4, we must show that 
A, n B, = + for each x. Assume to the contrary that there is an OL such that 
orEA,andarEB,,thatis,iv%EEandIvxEcu.Thenbya,, 
(1 u 5) n (7 u X) = f u (x n q E a. 
But, as we shall show presently, i u (x n 2) = 1 so we would have 1 E 01, 
contradicting +. To show ? u (x n 2) = 1, we may proceed as follows: 
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First of all this is obviously equivalent to x n x” C 1 and to x v 2 > 1. NOW 
apply Property 8 of S to x and 5. This results in 
xvx”=(xnz)u5ux=xux”, 
by the absorptive law. Next apply Property 8 to 1 and x u 2. We obtain 
1 v (X u 2) = [I n (x u $1 u [I n (X u Z)] u [I n (X n x”)]. 
Now the union of the first two brackets is the first bracket since 1 Z 1, and 
the first bracket equals x u 5, since x u 5 C 1. Similarly, the third bracket 
reduces to x n 5 Finally, because x n UC x u d, and x u f  = x v  f,  the 
above equation becomes 1 v (x v S) = x v x”, which is equivalent to 
xvx”>l. 
Next we want to show that (A,,, , B,,,) = (A,, B,) n (A, , B,), that 
is, according to Formula 4.1, that 
A zny = (A, n A,) u (A, n Bar) u (B, n A,,) and B,,, = B, n B, . 
Assume first that OL E A,,, . Then by the definition of A,,, we have 
?u-(x~-T~)=~:u(~~;v~)E~. 
Applying Properties 6 and 1 of S, this becomes 
Now, by Lemma 3, at least one of these bracketed expressions also belongs to 
01. If, say, [I u (5 n y)] E a! then, since 
Iu(zny)CPun and Iu(~Cn$)C?ujj, 
Lemmalshowsthat1uIEolandIu9Eor,soolEA,andcrEA,,thatis, 
aEA,nAA,. Similarly if either of the other bracketed expressions above 
belongs to 01 then a! E A, n B, or 01 E B, n A,. Thus our assumption, that 
olEA zny , has led to 01 E (A, n A,) u (A, n B,) u (B, n A,). If, conversely, 
we assume the latter relation, that means that at least one of these expres- 
sions in brackets belongs to CC, hence by Lemma 1 their union 1 ~(2 v  9) 
too belongs to (Y, and LY E A,,, . This proves that 
A xAy = (4 n 4) u (4 n 4,) u (B, n A,). 
The relation B ZAY = B, n B, can easily be established in a similar manner. 
Next we want to show that (A,, , Bd = (A, , B,) U (A, , B,), that is, 
by Formula 4.2 that A,,, = (A, n By) u (8, n AJ and B,,, = B, u B, . 
Assume first that 01 E A,,, . Then Iu-(xu~)=Iu(~A~)E(Y. We 
wish to use Property 7 here, but in a modified form. If we put x =y in 
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Property 7, it gives x = x n (1 A X) for any X. Now let us apply the distribut- 
ive law in Property 7 in its original form. Then 
xAy=((xuy)n(l hX)n(l hy) 
= [X n (1 A X) n (1 A y)] U [y n (1 A y) n (1 A X)] 
= [X n (1 A y)] u [y n (1 A X)]. 
It is this form that we want to use. Thus 
1 U (2 A f) = [I U (2 n (1 A y))] U [I U (7 A (1 A a))] E 0~. 
Now by Lemma 3 at least one of the expressions in the brackets here must 
belong to 01. Say the first one does. Then by Lemma 1 so do 1 u 3i; and 1 A 9. 
(Recall that 1 A 9 = 1 U (1 A 3) by the proof of Lemma 3.) Thus by Lem- 
ma 4, 1 ~y$cx, and so aeAz and DEB’,, that is, (YeAen&,. If the 
second bracket belongs to OL then similarly 01 E B, n A,, so in any case 
LY E (A, n &) u (B, n A,). If, conversely, this is assumed, then by Lemma 4 
at least one of the above brackets belongs to a, and so does their union by 
Lemma 1. Hence oi E A,,, in that case. 
Next, the relation (A, , B,) = y (A, , B,) can be proved very easily. 
By Formula 4.5 this amounts to (A,, B,) = (B, , A,). Now (y. E A, is 
equivalent to 1 u 5 = 1 u x E a, and consequently to 01 E B, . Thus A, = B,, 
and we get B, = A, by a similar argument. 
The relations 
(A zvv 3 &,) = 6% 3 J&J v (4 7 4,) 
and 
(A z,,r > Bz~t,) = (4, B,) A (4 3 4) 
immediately follow from the results of the preceding three paragraphs 
and Property 5. 
Finally, the mapping x + (A, , B,) must be one to one, since if 
(A, 3 %) = (A, 9 4 
then 
BxAii =(B,n &,)~(~~nB,)=(B,n&u(Aj, nBs) 
=(B,n&)u(&nA,)=4 
and similarly BPAY = 4. Then also BtZAt)U(X,,Y) = 4, and it follows from 
this and Lemma 2 that (CC A 9) U (2 A y) C 1. (By Lemma 2 if z $1 then 
there exists an 01 containing i u x, so B, f I$.) Now Property 9 gives x = y. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 5. 
The theory as developed so far is somewhat unsatisfactory since there is 
more structure in A@ I@ then we can express by our five operations. For 
example, the mapping (A, B) + (A, 4) cannot be expressed in terms of them. 
To remedy the situation we may use either one of the following operations: 
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DEFINITION 3. For all elements of g 1 g we define four new operations by 
(A, B) - (C, D) = (A n C, B n D) 
(4 4, = (4 4 
(4 B), = (4, B) 
(A, B) - (C, D) = (A n c?, D n B). 
The relationships of these operations with each other and with the original 
operations follow from the definitions very easily. For example 28 1 g is a 
semi-lattice under the dot operation with minimal element 0, and 
x,, = x - 1 = x - 1, x1 = x - 1 = x - I, etc. We do not wish to enter 
here into a detailed discussion of these operations. One could introduce yet 
other operations like symmetric differences and other kind of complements 
but little would be gained, since those could be defined in terms of the ones 
we have sofar. 
Let us turn now to a bried discussion of probabilities, relegating a more 
extensive treatment to another paper. First of all if g is a u-algebra, then it is 
easy to extend the definition of 27 / ,?2 so that it becomes a u-algebra, too. 
Now, suppose we have conditional probabilities P,(A) defined for some 
A, B E a by some method, say, either by standard procedures or by 
RCnyi’s [l] axioms. We define a probability measure P on the set of those 
elements x = A 1 B of B 1 g for which P,(A) has been defined by 
P(x) = P,(A). It is easy to see that this is a self-consistent definition. The 
novelty lies merely in the interpretation of P(A / B) as the probability of 
A I B, and that expressions like P(A 1 B u C I D) etc. have acquired a 
meaning through the formulas of Theorem 1. Such probabilities have 
strange properties, however. It is simple to construct examples such that 
P(x v y) < P(x), or P(x A y) > 0 although P(y) = 0, etc. Furthermore, 
in our theory the rule P(A 1 B) P(B) = P(A n B) may be dropped since 
probabilities of the conditional events can be assigned so that they have all 
other properties of probabilities except this one. This may be useful in 
certain cases in which a change of conditions changes the results in an unusual 
way. For example, if in an election with three candidates A, B, C the prob- 
ability of either one winning is Q , but if, say, C withdraws then all his votes 
will go to B, then we have 
while 
P(BjAuB)P(AuBIAuBuC)=$*; 
P(BJAuBuC)=-Q. 
Thus the product rule does not hold for such a description of the situation. 
It may along these lines be possible to incorporate the probabilities of quan- 
tum mechanics in our theory. 
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In conclusion let us make a few general remarks. First, our structure is 
related to three-valued, intuitionist and modal logic. A 1 B(w) can be either 
0 or 1 or undefined, thus it may be considered as having three possible 
values. Furthermore, il / B u B / A and 4 / B v B / A are not tautologies 
in our system, in the sense that neither one is necessarily equal to .Q / Q. 
Also, we can define modalities by saying 
and 
‘A is certain’ = 4 / A, ‘,4 is impossible’ = (n / A, 
‘A is possible’ = (s / A. 
Thus it might be worthwhile to examine our structure more thoroughly 
from the point of view of logic. Second, one should explore the algebraic 
structure of ~3 1 3? further, for instance, investigate decompositions, ideals, 
etc. Third, we should put the presently rudimentary definitions of probab- 
ilities on our structure on a thorough measure theoretical basis. Fourth, it 
might be useful to explore the relationship of the present theory with the 
various forms of quantum logic and quantum probability theory. 
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